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By Maud Coffey If you need more than one email account for personal or work reasons, MSN Hotmail allows you to have multiple accounts. You can create a Hotmail account exclusively for emails related to banking and online shopping, or you may need a secondary email address to keep your personal emails separate
from work-related emails. If you ever lose your password or username, an additional account can be a backup that your password can be sent safely to search. Go to the MSN homepage www.msn.com. Click on the Hotmail link in the top, left corner. Click on the Sign button in the new window or tab that opens. Fill the
top box with your preferred ID, such as johndoe5. Click on the drop-off menu in the next box and select hotmail.com. Click Check Availability to see if your preferred ID is available. If it's not available, add another number, a period between your name or middle initial or other combinations, until you see confirmation that
your ID is available. Create a password in the next box and reprint the password underneath it in the next box. The password must be at least six characters long, and can be letters or numbers. Make the password difficult for someone to guess. Write down your new username and password and put it in a safe place.
Use your current Hotmail address in an alternative email address field to find a password. You can also create a security issue to find a password, if preferable. If this is your first Hotmail address, leave this box blank for now. Fill in the requested personal information and the CAPTCHA box. Read the Microsoft Service
Agreement and your privacy statement. By agreeing to the terms and agreeing to receive emails from MSN and affiliates, click I accept. The screen will immediately go to your new inbox. If this is your first Hotmail address, take these steps again to create an additional account. The author of Hotmail or Windows Live
provides e-mail services over the Internet. Since it doesn't cost any money to create a Hotmail account, many such accounts exist, so it becomes difficult to find a user. However, if you want to find someone with a Hotmail account for business or family reasons, you can work through Windows Live ID to find that data.
Sign up for your Hotmail account. Click live on Live Home. Find a search box with words Search people or web pages. Tap the mouse once in the box and then click on the words Search people through the retract box. Enter the name of the person whose email address you want to find and click Enter. See the list of
results and to the link of the person you want to find. Click Profile and view a person's data to get their information via email. Then send them a message through your Hotmail account. The newest version of Hotmail, which we found very similar, similar, stacked against Gmail, is now available to every user in 220
countries. The team made several improvements based on user feedback, including the removal of automatic Windows Messenger. (Inside Windows Live) This may come as a surprise, but the new Microsoft Hotmail is actually pretty good. But how do you learn more, Preston, but I'll disagree with you. There's no way
that the new Hotmail beats Gmail. Not for the needs of the Computerworld audience, anyway. Here are five reasons of my own, in Long View... Let go early; release often When was hotmail's last significant update, 2008? Hardly internet time. Gmail gets additional updates with incredible frequency: usually one or more
per month. For example, the last update was announced on May 11. Some time ago, Google rewrote Gmail to make it more manageable; that the investment paid off handsomely. And there's no need to ask, beg, or gut the chicken to get on the Gmail beta program. Just sign up for Gmail Labs and get early access to all
kinds of crazy experimental things. Each function can be turned on or off separately. For example, which other webmail system ensures you're not drunk before you allow you to send an email at 1am? Enterprise white-labelGoogle Apps offers a version of Gmail with a white label that can be reimmiled and used under
your own clean domain. The new Gmail features were logged into Google's apps almost immediately. It comes with SLA and it's amazingly good value for money. For cheapskates (like me) there is even a free version. I have been using it since 2007 and it has been extremely reliable. Search and filtersSearch in Gmail
is incredibly rich and amazingly fast. I have 7GB of email in the archive since 2004 and can find anything in seconds; I don't feel the need to build complex folder structures. As I've said countless times: successful email use isn't about filing, it's about searching. Filtering rules use the same search terms and perhaps the
best choice of action rules I've seen in any email system, including selective redirection or canned responses. The best spam filter, bar no one in the world of webmail, nothing beats a spam gmail filter, either for efficiency or false positives. (I couldn't help but laugh at The Preston's screenshots, which clearly show
Nigerian spam in his Hotmail inbox.) The Gmail Report Spam button even supports the internet standard for automatic mailing lists, which is a nice touch. AdvertisingThe advertisement in Hotmail is intrusive and distracting. It takes up more screen real estate than Gmail. Microsoft also has a habit of adding ads to text
outgoing e-mail. No, thank you, I'll get through. IMAP POP3 doesn't cut it anymore. It's been a long time. enough said. Yes I know. Six reasons. Sue me. Richie Jennings is an independent analyst/consultant specializing in blogs, email and A cross-functional IT prodigy since 1985, you can follow him like @richi on
Twitter, pretend to be a richij friend on Facebook, or just use a good old email: TLV@richij.com. You can also read Richie's full profile and disclosure of his industry connections. This story, Five Ways Gmail Still Beats Hotmail was originally published by Computerworld. Note: When you buy something after clicking links
in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our policy affiliate links for more details. In the public library where I work, a community member from Haiti recently asked me for help in recovering his password from his Hotmail account. Apparently his account was compromised by someone and he is no longer
able to log in to use it. He tells me that he has been using this Hotmail account for about eight years. His main use of the account is to do the work of aiding Haiti through his church. All his contact information and his contact with hundreds of people in Haiti is contained in this hotmail account he is desperately trying to get
back on account to continue helping the people of Haiti. Well, together we spent about two or three hours trying to reset the password. We went through all the procedures that Microsoft has put in place for people to reset their Hotmail password. No luck. Our biggest hope came when Microsoft asked him to describe the
contents of his email account. This is what he wrote: In my Hotmail account, I wrote frequently to people in Haiti about earthquake relief. My letters are mostly in French. I communicate with several dozen churches in Haiti. It is very important that I be in touch with these people to continue the work of helping I do. If you
are looking for my email, you will find: - a few letters of recommendation sent to me about my work - letters from the dioceses of Bridgeport, Connecticut and West Palm Beach, Florida and San Diego, California and Los Angeles, Houston, Texas - in the last few months I've seen sending and receiving many emails about
cholera (which is written in as Much French as in English) - my letters mention water sanitation often - my emails mention donating funds to Haitian relief efforts - a man whom I emailed. When I write to them, I always open my email with the words: Reverend Father or Son Of Excellence - I usually close my emails with
my name Jean Louis Jean Presnel (my name has four parts to it) Thank you for kindly reviewing my account again to see if it passes the validation criteria. Guess what? This number of details does not go through at Microsoft. Or maybe Microsoft just isn't enough staff consideration of such requests for assistance. Here's
the solution. Microsoft and all other free email providers must provide some paid services to people, people, if their account has been hacked. A member of the community I help, Jean Louis Jean Presnel, is happy to pay $25 to talk to someone on the phone about having his Hotmail password reset. Given that such a
phone call will take no more than 10 minutes, Microsoft must provide this service. If they do not voluntarily provide such a paid password recovery service, then perhaps the law should require them to do so. Hotmail and other free email services provide tremendous value to their users. It also generates significant
revenue for Microsoft. This doesn't provide them with enough revenue for them to take care of individual Hotmail users, however. That has to change. If this does not happen, we will see more and more cases where this member of the humanitarian community is locked out of his Hotmail account. It costs human lives in
Haiti. This price is too expensive. The current Hotmail account of Jean Gina Presnel (a new one he created just to have an email address) kingpresnel@hotmail.com. Microsoft should contact him pronto to get it straightened out. And soon after, they should create some paid password recovery services. Or, if they prefer,
they can let the suffering continue. Phil Shapiro is a blogger and community builder in the Washington, D.C. area. It can be reached in philshapiroblogger@gmail.com and on Twitter on Previous blog posts: Book Review - Learn OpenOffice.org Spreadsheet Macros Honor paul McReady with the new Bike Power
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